
Play’n GO furthers its gaming reach with Multiloteri deal

Swedish supplier to provide gaming content to tablet-based gaming system

30th May, 2017 - Award-winning slots specialist Play’n GO has licensed its content to innovative gaming system developer Multiloteri.

Play’n GO will deliver its premium HTML5-enabled gaming content as an exclusive solution on Multiloteri’s unique MLT one™ system, which
allows players to game in licensed venues from a tablet, linked to a base terminal.

Play’n GO will provide the MLT one™ system with a range of its innovative gaming content, including the popular Energoonz, Aztec Idols and
Ninja Fruits, as well as various table games including Single Blackjack and Casino Hold’em.

Johan Törnqvist, CEO at Play’n GO, said: “We are pleased to exclusively provide our award-winning gaming content to such an innovative
product as MLT one™.

“The technology will enable us to channel our slots to customers in a completely new way, and we believe the advantages of allowing players
to choose where they want to play their games in these venues will greatly improve the user experience.

David Čechmánek, CEO at Multiloteri, said: “This partnership with such a reputable slots provider in Play’n GO completes the innovative
gaming experience of MLT one™ and I am sure we will achieve remarkable success as we initially focus on the eastern European market
before embarking on a global rollout.

“Our aim is to provide an elegant, more discrete solution to the land-based sector and I believe it will shape the future of land-based gaming
with its innovative design, ease of management and high-level security.”

The MLT one™ technology allows for a more personal gaming experience, with players given the flexibility of where and how they will use the
tablets, whether on your own at a bar or sat with friends outside.

The sophisticated system also allows for fully self-serviced and assisted operations with a combination of cash and electronic deposits.

Play’n GO’s gaming content will be showcased on the MLT one™ gaming system for the first time at the Belgrade Future Gaming Expo from
30-31st May, 2017.

About Play’n GO

Play’n GO is an award-winning supplier of high quality gaming content to many of the world’s leading casino brands.  Their genuine omni-
channel solution can be tailored to suit the needs of individual online and land-based partners, regardless of geographical, regulatory, or
market-specific requirements. Their games are developed in HTML5 to provide an enhanced user experience on all devices and operating
systems. They are complemented by superior back-office administration tools which provide expansive reporting and marketing capabilities,
ensuring operators are equipped to provide the ultimate gaming experience. The supplier’s extensive portfolio was recently recognised by the
award of the IGA Slot Provider of the Year 2017 title. For more information about Play’n GO, who have offices in Sweden, Malta, Hungary, and
the UK, please visit http://www.playngo.com.

For more Information on this release or to arrange an interview with Johan Törnqvist please contact press@playngo.com            
    


